Funi funi
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Twitter. Are you leaving? We have something special to offer! Cooking with Funi hopes to be a
dynamic, fresh cooking show that introduces South African cooking into the every day South
African homes. Alongside this, we place emphasis on healthy cooking for everyone from
beginners, to grand masters. Funi is a talented chef and lecturer based in Cape Town, who is
fuelled by his passion to make delicious food an option for everyone. This cake was named in
honour of the marriage of Princess Victoria, a granddaughter of Queen Victoria, to Prince Louis
of Battenberg in You will need: g dark chocolate, chopped g butter 4 egg yolks 6 egg whites 35
g sugar ml cream What to do: 1. Melt the chocolate and butter in a double boiler over low heat.
Stir until no lumps remain. Allow the mixture to cool slightly, then whisk in About Us Cooking
with Funi hopes to be a dynamic, fresh cooking show that introduces South African cooking
into the every day South African homes. Main Course. It is spicy, moist and delicious! View
recipe. You just gotta try it. Sponsorship Click here to view the sponsorship packages we have.
Or browse results titled :. Since , they have been breathing new life into great songs that have
been hidden away in old recordings, old books and manuscripts for too long. They also add
new songs to the tradition. They have also played in China and the USA. Streaming and
Download help. Report this album or account. Traces by Chris Foster. Chris is one half of Funi.
Spider Tales by Jake Blount. This album speaks to the continuum of African diasporic culture
that is central to the vibrant canon of Americana folk music. Bandcamp Album of the Day May
29, Explore music. Anita Botman. Anita Botman A beautiful voice and beautiful songs. Such
depth and character! Zach Trouton. Lynn Noel. Kristine Barrett. Erland Johnsen. Featuring 18
tracks of Icelandic traditional songs and hymns. It comes in a beautifully designed 3 fold
digipak with a 36 page illustrated booklet containing notes about the songs and full lyrics in
both Icelandic and English. Purchasable with gift card. Funi - Fire English Funi is a handsome
sight, races over meadows. Always has his head held high, enchants all who see him nigh.
When a fine steed starts to run snow flies from the ground. Funi, to the reins responds pacing
agile in the field. Funi prances on the ground lightly obeys the reins. Fame here in these equine
lands, Funi has, no wonder. I have never laid eyes upon another he ranks under. Cares become
a moment fine to watch the stallion change his pace from willing slow trot to a gallop in the
green fields. English In your name awakened I am, Jesus, God and man. Praise you for life and
all its goodness, health and fitness, food and clothing and all that your untiring mercy bestows
upon my wretched soul; I beseech you, my kind Lord, May your blessings never end. Protect me
from all danger, untimely death and accident. May your angels shield me, so I may do no harm.
May my work and your mercy be my delight. Grant me greater understanding of your words.
They are the lamp that guides my feet. Help me learn my lessons, to be good tempered with all.
Careful in prosperity. Hopeful, though troubles call. Gentle Jesus, with life and spirit I lay myself
in your hands. There I will gladly end my days. Praise to you forever. English Once upon time, in
those regions, it so happened that a hunter, releasing the sheep from threats, was constantly
hunting the foxes, by which he gained some profit. Albeit he, occasionally, took a break from
his occupation of outwitting those mischievous beasts. The valiant man, however, in the course
of time began to fail somewhat in his hunting skills, as there was one ingenious fox who greatly

increased his vexation. With a very cunning plot, the fox never touched the bait, even though
the hunter was always laying the bait on a thousand trails. The man bewailed his trouble, as he
was deprived of his meat, as well as his hope of profit. Freezing increased, and hard
snowstorms. The fox was beginning to hunger, as the winter-season grew long, and the flocks
of sheep were well guarded. Now, as bare necessity impelled the fox, his audacity increased.
Having faith in his agility, he touched the bait with his claw. The trap's claws snapped shut in
the blink of an eye, and the wretch's foot was fastened. Having now got his food, the fox's
surprise was great. In the morning the man, having rested well, dressed himself, and was
suddenly reminded of his old routine. He went out to attend to his hunting, whereupon seeing
that the clever sheep-eater was caught as fast in the trap as possible, and that he did not move
at all, he gave the dead prey a kick. The joyful man found no spark of life in the fox and, opening
the trap's jaws, he took the body, throwing it on the ground, and instantly the fox leaped to his
feet. He then struck the fox's back with his hand, which started a fight between them. The fox,
finding this a bad lot, now scratched and injured the pious man on his lips, hand, chin and nose,
and wherever he could bite him. As the man felt the excruciating pain, his energy drained away,
whereas the fox returns back to his territory. English lyrics follow the Icelandic ones. English I
sing verses of one lady who lived in the days of Christ. I recount the Bible story telling us of her
illness. She then touched the fold of Jesus' garment, making her unbearable sickness
disappear, with which that same lady had been greatly afflicted for twelve years. As Jesus was
suffering his passion for us, in his fatigue, forsooth, he had to carry his cross in our human
flesh. The learn'd say the Lord's road of suffering was fourteen hundred fathoms, and thus he
had to suffer patiently in his weakness. I heard that, agonised by the burden of the cross, Christ
Jesus suddenly stumbled three times, the mountain being so very steep His eyes were by then
full with blood, so our good healer could hardly see where the road was leading. Then, at a
crossroads, many women met with Jesus. They observed everything keenly, and it is said there
was one of them, called by some Veronica, the same who earlier on had been sick with
haemorrhaging; now that lady was hardly feeling well in her heart. The woman gave to Christ a
cloth to dry his eyes, as it had been the will of our Redeemer to let this happen. An impression
of the pure countenance was left, painted with blood, on the cloth. By means of the image many
an illness was cured. The woman loved the cloth, as she loved the Lord, affectionately. She
could never take her eyes off it without crying. Therefore, she healed many people. The lady
loved nothing in this world so intensely for the rest of her life. Some wise men say that
Veronica, eventually, along with many other virgins, lost her life in that age and that she was
adorned with the crown of martyrdom. Moreover, that the lady left this world in her Christian
way, in prayer and faith. English Blessed lady arises. With kindness fine, clears away the gruel
dishes. Takes care of her servants. English My work, in a world of hot and cold days, was to
clean and comb kids and to toil away darning. I longed to play freely like a lamb in a green
meadow, but those who have holes to darn are not shown any mercy. I longed to read the
flowers on long, bright sunny days, but necessity ordered in a thunderous voice: "You should
be darning. Of qualities I was void and for darning I was born. Should death come with his knife
and shorten my days. I think it will be my fate to darn away in hell. English Dew glistens in a
green grove. Spirits lift in springtime. In a lovely wished for moment I walked this way. The air is
so light and clear. A brook streams in the gully. The blessed sun smiles brightly not forgetting
any flower. Never before such peace I found. Birds build their nests. Here is all the heart loves.
Here it is good to be. Lost joy here I find and peace in the sunshine. Happy and light my mind
laughs with the good weather. Lilja - Lily English Almighty God of all creation, great Lord over
all angels and nations, being independent of places or hours, keeping all places in the power of
Thy tranquillity, being simultaneously inside and outside, up and down and in the middle, praise
be to Thee for ever and ever, true Unity in Trinity. We should all implore Jesus the Lord, without
the least doubt, and with full confidence, from the innermost roots of the heart, yea, all of us at
the same time, with tears. Glory to Thee, with true splendour, honour be sung to Thee in all
tongues, eternally, victoriously, blissfully, Thy fame and power never diminishing. Hear me now,
exalted abode of all virtues of heaven and earth, High Queen of humans and angels, Mother of
God, a blessing to the nations: when I have become weary of many afflictions, be close to my
soul, embracing me in your protective lap, my true hope, helper of human kind. English Cry not
young maid. Cry not young maid. There is more comfort to come. Comfort it may be called.
English Summer tilts away, swans call. Mountain queen blue withers away. The moors call you
all the inmost peaks to see. People chatting. Thirst quenched, strong men rise to go. Much is
herded, laughing, gossiping, hailing, yelling at the dog. Mountain spaces, beautiful world, freely
roam there in a dream. The sound of verse. On two horses he has come home from this
merriment. English Give me a dram of wine, without delay, to wet my rusty throat, or else I will
not be available to weave the threads of my ode, as I find difficulty in talking. However, if

Bacchus enters me, I soon get a mouth like steel, and I am sure to provoke St Paul against me!
Here are the ladies, here is wine, here we are joyful enough. Now let everyone call upon his
sweetheart, to sit down and recite some poetry, or else call some maiden, "There is no shelter
with one" for the short while! My woman has got lost, I take the next one in my hand! English
Reality I can hardly escape, it will be a hard fight. From my head the barber shaved my beautiful
hair. Never shall I lose heart force myself onwards. No talk of death will be heard from me. Stuck
full of holes this weakling is. Spasmodic is the cure. Black and blue this body is. Battered is this
poor old man. Shake off the pain when the body is overcome. To write away the misery was the
best cure of all. If we walk close to tears it is good to challenge the spirit. I shall never lay my
oars down to rest in my boat. Hope gives the weak strength. Hope enlivens the mind. Hope
gives abundant brightness. Hope melts away the fear. English My soul is beset by woes awful
and untold, fun and joy are forgone if no remedy is found. Sore pangs of hunger it bears,
lacking its bridal prize and God's bright shining grace. Where is refuge to be sought that it shall
be set free though the world confer its honours and sanctuary, such will not soothe my hurt.
That is frippery painted bright and will fall into death's pit. I know of a single tree rooted in
nobility, fair with its fourfold branches and wholesome to the full, spreading fruit and leaves for
with the spirit's sign I stir my soul to move. On its trunk behold branches of citrus and vines,
palm that comforts ills and pure olive boughs. All harm their fruits will soothe towards it leads
the path so narrow but full of health. This twelve fold tree sheds its fruit, fast in every month,
great is its fertility. Every leaf that it bears heals the heathen's cares, holy scripture swears.
English Across the land the breeze sweeps. Yellow grasses then bend under snow and frost fills
the hollow. Snow drifts shield the earth's cheek. Brings the mountains high a red dress. So low
in the sky our beloved sun is. Sun climbs, snow recedes. Waterfalls over cliff edges swell. Fat
dogs roam across the moors. Frost slackens in the lake. Now the sun, high in the sky, watches
the clouds. Trailing mist creeps in low lies over the sea. English I shall wake and be good to my
friends small, while fear runs red the blue peaks flush and Harpa sings a song of spring on the
grey harp leaf. Sometimes in the winter past weather beat the window; was it not, just for a time,
as if wraithes hid in every shadow? Few knew that spring awaited and the spring comes to
comfort. Some they left before Christmas moved out of the country, comfortless, around the
world houses they build on sand. In other lands no shelter find endless storm a-raging. It is
clearly hollow joy for those who are outcasted. No sun rise above the peaks over dewey
footprints. There they see no little lamb or moss campion in springtime. The grey of two winters
I will, my friend, give to you and her foal so swift. And if, my darling, dreams you dream of Oslo
and of Rome. A winged horse that gallops and shines, gallops and shines so greatly, then I will
give you just for fun your fare with sugar and cream. English I would spread out my wings, if I
could see a cask anywhere. A cask of never ending spirit; there, submerged, I would choose to
send my soul. Lack of charity overwhelms good deeds, igniting all sorts of lethal advice, so
grace becomes the recipient of spite and irony, covering the valleys to the mountaintops. All
means of subsistence are stripped and flayed off the land, leaving only guile and treachery, if
you look for it; the land is afflicted, as well as the prey by the wild storms and the heavy
downfall of drifting snow being loaded on the terraces of stony hills, on the bald white heads of
the glaciers and the badly formed lava trolls. The dunces are devising their damned schemes,
hardly held back by revenge. English May God, the good and gracious, now send to our land a
mild new year. May He drive all hardship away from us, do away with grief, calamity, and
affliction. May He fill all with the benefits of joy, the Lord in His mild and merciful goodness. In
His constant love and peace from above we should be able to prevail May He bless us forever.
May the Lord, ruling with mercy, the mighty exalted Lord be mindful of humbly amiable men.
May men adorned with good morals find the truth, serve the Son; cease from their strife and
chagrin. May they adjust their laws in moderation, and be gentle and kind to the pious ones, and
yet, least of all, be lenient to the ways of vice. May they order their affairs so that kind-hearted
people will find peace. May the most gentle mercy of the ever-new Healer ease marital troubles
forever; keep awake our sanctified patience; let wailing, whining and anxiety give way, and
contentions disappear. Moreover, may the gentle Lord be graceful to the children, giving them
assured blessing. May the Father of good acts, in his dispensation of peace, guide us in this
land, in the life and good fortune of small ones as well as grown-ups. May the good Healer now
bless us, with His pure and gentle gifts. Give praise to the grace of our Lord! Let us all be full of
joy and cheer in our merciful God. It is a moderation of the greatest value that everyone will try
those devices. May the blessed Emmanuel love us and give us His blessing, fill us with His
good fortune in anxiety and need. May He refresh us with His cross, when obnoxious men wish
to deceive those living in anxiety. Wise men and respectable women, praise the mighty Lord
frequently, and, from Him alone, may Jesus provide us with and send us a year so mild. This is
the first FUNI album. It features 18 tracks of Icelandic traditional songs and hymns. Tags folk

icelandic icelandic folk acoustic traditional folk world music Reykjavik. FUNI recommends:. If
you like FUNI, you may also like:. Bandcamp Album of the Day May 29, go to album. On
Bandcamp Radio. Historically, surnames evolved as a way to sort people into groups - by
occupation, place of origin, clan affiliation, patronage, parentage, adoption, and even physical
characteristics like red hair. Many of the modern surnames in the dictionary can be traced back
to Britain and Ireland. Simply start with a family member and we'll do the searching for you.
View Census Data for Funi. In , Farmer was the top reported job for people in the US named
Funi. View Census data for Funi Data not to scale. There are 88 census records available for the
last name Funi. Like a window into their day-to-day life, Funi census records can tell you where
and how your ancestors worked, their level of education, veteran status, and more. There are 43
immigration records available for the last name Funi. Passenger lists are your ticket to knowing
when your ancestors arrived in the USA, and how they made the journey - from the ship name to
ports of arrival and departure. There are 16 military records available for the last name Funi. For
the veterans among your Funi ancestors, military collections provide insights into where and
when they served, and even physical descriptions. Average Funi life expectancy in was 81
years. This was higher than the general public life expectancy which was DNA Loading. Health
Loading. Get Help Loading. Extras Loading. This page needs Javascript enabled in order to
work properly. Click here for instructions on how to enable it in your browse. Funi Name
Meaning Historically, surnames evolved as a way to sort people into groups - by occupation,
place of origin, clan affiliation, patronage, parentage, adoption, and even physical
characteristics like red hair. Ready to discover your family story? First Name. Last Name. Sorry,
we couldn't find geographic distribution information for Funi. Use census records and voter
lists to see where families with the Funi surname lived. Within census records, you can often
find information like name of household members, ages, birthplaces, residences, and
occupations. United States. Top Male Occupations in Farmer. Census Record There are 88
census records available for the last name Funi. Search US census records for Funi. Passenger
List There are 43 immigration records available for the last name Funi. View all Funi immigration
records. Draft Card There are 16 military records available for the last name Funi. View all Funi
military records. You've only scratched the surface of Funi family history. Discover More.
Famous Funi Family Ancestors Discover the unique achievements of ancestors in your family
tree. Explore Your Tree. Look up another name. The wait is over! All the other characteristics of
Uniswap stay exactly the same. Liquidity providers provide liquidity and are rewarded with a
portion of the trading fees. Its high fees and high latency make the trading experience elitarian
and complex. On fUNI you can trade real tokens. On fSwap you can trade synthetic tokens
whose price is regulated by oracles. Liquidity Providers are users who commit their funds into
the liquidity pools to facilitate trades and lower slippage. By adding liquidity LPs will earn 0.
Fees are added to the pool, accrue in real time and can be claimed by withdrawing the liquidity.
Impermanent loss is the risk that Liquidity Providers incur into. When trading happens, users
will trade their tokens for the liquidity pool tokens. The more tokens there are in the pool, the
more stable the price is. If the trading pair is illiquid, the price swings will be more violent. He
buys 7, wFTM, causing the price to increase dramatically. Compared to her initial state of 10,
wFTM and fUSD, her capital is now worth less than if she had held instead of providing liquidity,
because wFTM price is much higher. This is impermanent loss. Why impermanent? Mark
Anstead. It only takes 15 seconds and it's free. Alternatively sign up with email. Already have an
account? Launching fUNI. Uniswap on Fantom. What is fUNI? Faster transactions : transactions
on Fantom are normally confirmed in less than 2 seconds All the other characteristics of
Uniswap stay exactly the same. Fantom and fUNI bring down those entry barriers. Which tokens
can I trade on fUNI? How do I use fUNI? Click on Supply and confirm with your password. How
do I remove liquidity on fUNI? What are Liquidity Providers? What is impermanent loss? Fantom
Foundation Fantom is the distributed ledger for holistic consensus. We pay the tips from our
rewards pool. UplandDood 9 hours ago 8 minute read. Lil Moon Rockets vs. Part II. AlucardLife
2 hours ago 2 minute read. Mark Anstead 16 hours ago 8 minute read. Login Register. Earn
Crypto for Publishing and Reading. Sign Up with Facebook. Sign Up with Twitter. Are you
leaving? We have something special to offer! The location of the star in the night sky is
determined by the Right Ascension R. The Right Ascension is how far expressed in time
hh:mm:ss the star is along the celestial equator. If the R. The Declination is how far north or
south the object is compared to the celestial equator and is expressed in degrees. For Funi, the
location is 12h 32m All stars like planets orbit round a central spot, in the case of planets, its the
central star such as the Sun. In the case of a star, its the galactic centre. The constellations that
we see today will be different than they were 50, years ago or 50, years from now. Proper Motion
details the movements of these stars and are measured in milliarcseconds. The star is moving
When the value is negative then the star and the Sun are getting closer to one another, likewise,

a positive number means that two stars are moving away. Its nothing to fear as the stars are so
far apart, they won't collide in our life-time, if ever. Based on the star's spectral type of G0 ,
Funi's colour and type is yellow star. Based on the spectral type, we can deduce that the
surface temperature of the star is in the order of between 5, and 6,K based on the notes from
Harvard University. To put this in context, the temperature of our Sun is about 5, Kelvin as said
by Google. Funi Luminosity Luminosity is the amount of energy that a star pumps out and its
relative to the amount that our star, the Sun gives out. The figure of 1. Funi estimated radius has
been calculated as being 1. The Sun's radius is ,km, therefore the star's radius is an estimated ,
If you need the diameter of the star, you just need to multiple the radius by 2. However with the
release of updated Hipparcos files, the radius is now calculated at being round 1. The figure is
derived at by using the formula from SDSS rather than peer reviewed papers. It has been known
to produce widely incorrect figures. The Funi's solar mass is 1. The Sun's Mass is 1,,,,,,, billion
kg. To give idea of size, the Sun is The star's metallicity is 0. An older star would have a high
metallicity whereas a new star would have a lower one. Funi has an apparent magnitude of 8.
Apparent Magnitude is also known as Visual Magnitude. If you used the Parallax value, you
would get an absolute magnitude of 4. Our own Sun is the brightest star and therefore has the
lowest of all magnitudes, A faint star will have a high number. Using the original Hipparcos data
that was released in , the parallax to the star was given as If you want that in miles, it is about
1,,,,, In , Hipparcos data was revised with a new parallax of It should not be taken as though the
star is moving closer or further away from us. It is purely that the distance was recalculated.
Using the distance, the star is roughly 13,, An Astronomical Unit is the distance between Earth
and the Sun. The number of A. The star's Galacto-Centric Distance is 7, Travel Time The time it
will take to travel to this star is dependent on how fast you are going. A note about the
calculations, when I'm talking about years, I'm talking non-leap years only days. The New
Horizons space probe is the fastest probe that we've sent into space at the time of writing. Its
primary mission was to visit Pluto which at the time of launch , Pluto was still a planet. Mach 1
is the speed of sound, Mach 2 is twice the speed of sound. Corncorde before it was retired was
the fastest commercial airline across the Atlantic and only one that could do Mach 2. The
source of the information if it has a Hip I. Hipparcos was a E. The items in red are values that
I've calculated so they could well be wrong. The information was obtained as of 12th Feb If
applicable, the Mass and Rad
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ius is measured in Jupiters. Eccentricity is measured as a decimal from 0 to 1, the closer to
zero, the more circular the orbit is. Inclination is the angle at which the planet orbits compared
to the ecliptic. Orbital Period is measured in Days. The Semi-Major Axis is measured in A.
Astronomical Unit , the distance between Earth and the Sun. There's no register feature and no
need to give an email address if you don't need to. All messages will be reviewed before being
displayed. Comments may be merged or altered slightly such as if an email address is given in
the main body of the comment. You can decline to give a name which if that is the case, the
comment will be attributed to a random star. A name is preferred even if its a random made up
one by yourself. To get the best out of Universe Guide, please run on a browser with Javascript
enabled. Comments and Questions There's no register feature and no need to give an email
address if you don't need to. Name: Email: Optional Comment:.

